Stimuli Responsive Pure Protein Organogel Sensors and Biocatalytic Materials.
Utilizing protein chemistry in organic solvents has important biotechnology applications. Typically, organic solvents negatively impact protein structure and function. Immobilizing proteins via crosslinks to a support matrix or to other proteins is a common strategy to preserve the native protein function. Recently we developed methods to fabricate macroscopic responsive pure protein hydrogels by lightly crosslinking the proteins with glutaraldehyde for chemical sensing and enzymatic catalysis applications. The water in the resulting protein hydrogel can be exchanged for organic solvents. The resulting organogel contains pure organic solvents as their mobile phases. The organogel proteins retain much of their native protein function i.e. protein-ligand binding and enzymatic activity. A step-wise ethylene glycol (EG) solvent exchange was performed to transform these hydrogels into organogels with a very low vapor pressure mobile phase. These responsive organogels are not limited by solvent/mobile phase evaporation. The solvent exchange to pure EG is accompanied by a volume phase transition (VPT) that decreases the organogel volume compared to that of the hydrogel. Our organogel sensor systems utilize shifts in the particle spacing of an attached 2D Photonic Crystals (2DPC) to report on the volume changes induced by protein-ligand binding. Our 2DPC Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) organogels exhibit VPT that swell the organogels in response to BSA binding of charged ligands like ibuprofen and fatty acids. To our knowledge, this is the first report of a pure protein organogel VPT induced by protein-ligand binding. Catalytic protein organogels were also fabricated that utilize the enzyme Organophosphorus Hydrolase (OPH) to hydrolyze toxic organophosphates (OP) nerve agents. Our OPH organogels retain significant enzymatic activity. The OPH organogel rate of OP hydrolysis is >160 times higher than that of uncrosslinked OPH monomers in a 1:1 ethylene glycol: water mixture.